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Details matter, it’s worth waiting to get it right
Steve Jobs





eve plus table base
brushed brass

eve plus air sleeve with iPad air 4
brushed black



YOUR IPAD, ALWAYS READY
Our vision is to unite design and technology to create a place where 
you truly feel at home. Your intelligent home should bring comfort but at 
the same time fit beautifully with your interior design and lifestyle.

Today, iPads are an essential part of our lives so we make sure you can 
mount and charge them in the most elegant way. Our minimalist Eve 
mounts and Eve Plus docking stations are meticulously designed to be 
absolutely beautiful and ready when you are.

eve plus table base
brushed brass

eve plus air sleeve with iPad air 4
brushed black



Choose between our fixed Eve mounts and flexible Eve 
Plus docking stations. Easy to use, on a wall or table, in any 
orientation and only in gorgeous high-quality finishes.  
An elegant iPad solution for everyone’s needs! 

Fixed or flexible

eve plus table base
satin white

eve plus air sleeve with iPad air 4
satin white



eve mini with iPad mini 6
satin white



All about the details
Our Eve mounts have an understated and minimalist 
design, it only adds the bare minimum to the iPad’s 
iconic look. Reduced to its essence with attention to 
the finest details and handmade in Belgium.



Precision-machined from high-quality 
aluminium and available in various luxury 
finishes. It took our best engineers to 
design this ultra-thin, refined sleeve.

eve plus air sleeve with iPad pro 11”
brushed black

eve plus table base
brushed brass





eve plus
simply dock your iPad



Eve Plus is an elegant docking station for iPad. 
Easily mount your iPad on a wall or table, in any 
orientation, while keeping it permanently charged.

The lightweight sleeve beautifully embraces the 
iPad. Its minimalist design only adds the bare 
minimum to the iPad’s iconic look.

Magnetically dock the sleeve on the wall or table base 
to automatically start charging. Our wall and table 
bases are available in various Basalte luxury finishes to 
perfectly blend with any interior.

Simply dock your iPad



EASY AS THAT
Eve Plus docks are designed to install in a matter of minutes.
Perfect for luxury homes, hotels and offices worldwide.



Sleeve Wall base Table base

• lightweight design
• soft touch pads on back for comfort
• integrated magnets to dock iPad on the 

wall or table base 
• integrated connector to charge iPad
• all key iPad functions and sensors 

remain available 

• integrated magnets to dock sleeve 
• automatically charges iPad
• gold plated charger contacts with child 

safety protection

• integrated magnets to dock sleeve 
• automatically charges iPad
• adjustable viewing angle 
• cable route integrated in bottom
• possibility to fix on horizontal surface

eve plus table base
satin white

eve plus mini with iPad mini 6
satin white



eve plus table base
satin white

eve plus mini with iPad mini 6
satin white



4

AT YOUR SERVICE
With Eve Plus, your iPad is always ready. Easily dock 
the sleeve on its base or take it around with you to 
read a book, watch your favourite Netflix series or 
control your intelligent home.

eve plus sleeve with iPad 10.2”
brushed black



Collection

brushed aluminium brushed black satin white

brushed aluminium
 

bronze

fer forgé grey

brushed dark grey
 

brushed nickel

fer forgé gunmetal

brushed black

brushed brass

fer forgé bronze

satin white
 

rosé

fer forgé rosé

brushed aluminium

bronze

brushed black satin white

brushed brass

Choose your sleeve Choose your wall base Choose your table base

brushed aluminium brushed black satin white

brushed nickel

brushed aluminium brushed black satin white

for iPad mini 6 
Eve Plus mini

for iPad Air (gen 4-5) & iPad Pro 11” (gen 1-2-3)
Eve Plus Air

 for iPad 7-8-9
Eve Plus



Table stand for all Eve Plus sleeves

Our Eve Plus table stand is the perfect tool to hold your iPad 
upright on a desk or table. Cooking on your kitchen island and 
want to see the recipe on your iPad? Can’t stop watching your 
favourite Netflix series even at the dinner table? Our Eve Plus table 
stand is what you need.

Choose to position the iPad in landscape or portrait orientation and 
magnetically snap the stand to the Eve Plus sleeve. Place your iPad 
anywhere you like and easily move it around with you.

A slim design made of high-quality aluminium in a brushed black 
finish, this table stand fits beautifully with the elegant and refined 
design of the iPad.



eve plus air with iPad air 4
satin white

eve plus table stand
brushed black





eve plus
the elegant iPad mount



Eve is the ultimate iPad mount. It turns your 
iPad into an elegant on-wall touch screen, while 
enhancing its looks and keeping it permanently 
charged.

The refined design of the frame beautifully 
embraces the iPad and only adds what’s really 
necessary. It is precision-machined out of solid 
aluminium and available in three luxury finishes to 
perfectly blend into any interior. 

The elegant iPad mount

eve pro with iPad pro 12.9”
brushed aluminium



eve mini with iPad mini 6
brushed black

INTELLIGENT YET SIMPLE
Eve keeps your iPad securely mounted and always ready. 
Perfect for luxury homes, hotels and offices worldwide.



• minimalist design
• includes 90° USB-C cable to charge the iPad
• all key iPad functions and sensors remain available 
• easy installation with only 2 screws in portrait or landscape

Frame



ULTRA-THIN & MINIMALIST 
The ultra-thin frame beautifully embraces the iPad. It 
took our best engineers to precision-machine this slim 
edge iPad mount from a solid piece of aluminium.



Eve Curve
Eve Curve is the most sophisticated way to keep your 
iPad securely mounted yet permanently powered on any 
horizontal surface like a table or a reception desk.

Use it as a freestanding support or securely fix it on its 
rotation system. This way you can easily turn the iPad 
towards any direction you like. Perfect for homes, offices, 
hotels, restaurants and retail stores worldwide!

Eve Curve is made of aluminium and comes in a timeless 
black finish to perfectly match any interior.

eve air with iPad air 4
brushed black

eve curve
black



In life, as in art, the beautiful moves in curves
Edward G. Bulwer-Lytton

eve curve
black



eve air with iPad air 4
brushed black



brushed aluminium

brushed aluminium

brushed black

brushed black

satin white

satin white

brushed aluminium brushed black satin white

brushed aluminium brushed black satin white

Eve collection

for iPad 7-8-9

for iPad mini 6

Eve

Eve mini Eve Air
for iPad Pro 11” & iPad Air (gen 4-5)

for iPad Pro 12.9”

Eve Pro

Eve Curve
for Eve Air
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